Interference mitigation is currently one of the main challenges for cellular mobile radio systems and one promising approach are coordinated multipoint transmission techniques like joint precoding (JP), currently being analyzed within the 3GPP CoMP study item (SI). A previous LTE Release 10 CoMP study item concentrated on low complex intra eNB cooperation resulting in limited performance gains, easily being spoiled in case of realistic channel estimation and feedback assumptions. Within the European Union founded project Artist4G the focus is on main enablers for JP CoMP, providing considerable system level gains simultaneously with effective channel estimation and feedback. The socalled partial CoMP scheme for user centric clustering is introduced, approaching theoretical cooperation gains for practical systems. To overcome channel state information (CSI) outdating and simultaneously minimizing feedback overhead a model based channel prediction concept is proposed. It uses reporting of 3-dimensional UE locations with respect to a building vector data model instead of explicit or implicit channel components.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cellular radio systems like 3GPP long term evolution (LTE) suffer from strong inter cell interference, which is for example obvious by comparing the spectral efficiency of a single cell with that of the multi cell environment [1] . For cooperative transmission techniques several cells or evolved nodeBs (eNB) are performing joint precoding (JP) of Tx-signals to several user equipments (UE), thereby canceling interference between the cooperative UEs. Under ideal assumptions like user centric setup of cooperation areas and perfect channel knowledge even for few cooperating cells significant capacity and coverage gains are possible. See for example system level simulations in [2] as well as measurement results in [3] .
In 3GPP long term evolution (LTE) Release 10 a so called coordinated multi point (CoMP) study item investigated the potential of CoMP under practical restrictions like i) only intra-and no inter-site cooperation to avoid any backbone traffic, ii) realistic channel estimation, iii) feedback taking backward compatibility into account, i.e. relying on simple codebook based feedback schemes. In the end performance gains were either limited to few percent [4] or the overall system concept very complex, requiring cooperation over many -potentially far off -cells.
It was decided that CoMP needs further evaluation before it might be getting part of any LTE standard, leading to a further CoMP SI starting in beginning of 2011. To make it a success high performance, practical, robust and easy to standardize concepts have to be found. It can be expected that in a first step more simple schemes will be envisaged.
In the beginning of 2010 the EU founded project Artist4G started analyzing powerful interference mitigation concepts including joint precoding CoMP over many sites, i.e. with a more long term focus. CoMP as a complex technique includes many issues like time and frequency synchronization of eNBs, backhaul overhead, timing advance etc,. Most of these implementation specific issues have already been solved as can be concluded from practical testbed implementations [5] , even so before network rollout cost reductions are needed.
In Artist4G we want to concentrate on the main open issues of JP CoMP as being detected e.g. form the first CoMP SI, which are limited performance gains, degradations due to channel estimation (CE) as well as reference signal (RS) and feedback overhead for accurate CSI reporting. Note JP CoMP is very sensitive to non-optimum design decisions. For example setup of cooperation areas has to include the x strongest cells for all cooperating UEs as otherwise one stronger interferer will override most of the potential gains. CE has two aspects, i.e. the easily exploding overhead for reference signals (RS) for a high number of cooperating cells and antenna elements as well as outdating of channel state information (CSI), which easily spoils the precoding performance.
This contribution will give a high level outlook of a possible future overall JP COMP concept motivating the main 'enablers' as currently being investigated in Artist4G. Partly more detailed descriptions of the proposed techniques can be found already in other publications.
Some of the results like user centric clustering based on the so called partial CoMP concept are already quite elaborated, while others like model based channel prediction are -while powerful -more complex and future orientated.
In chapter II the main enablers for advanced CoMP as being considered in Artist4G are introduced and first results are given, while chapter III concludes the paper.
II. ADVANCED COMP
Here only the most advanced CoMP scheme is assumed, i.e. intra-plus inter-site JP CoMP really allowing to cancel interferers and at least theoretically is known to provide large performance gains. At the same time it is the most complex scheme, requiring tight time and frequency synchronization, very fast exchange of control and user data between all cooperating eNBs, highly accurate and frequency selective CE in a multi cellular environment for a high number of channel components and -in case of frequency domain division duplex (FDD) -fast feedback of CSI information to limit precoding errors due to outdated channel information. In addition new features should be as backward compatible as possible to LTE Release 8 and fit well into existing LTE standardization strategies.
From practical realizations of demo systems as described in [5] solutions for the more implementation specific aspects like synchronization are well known. Contrary minor system level (SL) gains and/or exploding overhead for CE as well as for feedback of sufficiently accurate CSI would make it difficult to justify the high complexity for JP CoMP. Without a convincing solution these issues might easily kill JP CoMP, while novel solutions might be breaking the ice, similar as the codebook concept has done for MIMO in LTE Release 8.
In the following chapters A -C the current status for the main enablers partial CoMP, channel estimation and model based channel prediction will be explained.
A. Partial COMP
Probably the most important aspect regarding the future of CoMP is to find practical concepts generating significant CoMP gains in the order of 100% or even more. JP CoMP gains for different size of cooperation areas (CA) from 2 to 10 have been simulated. In case of optimum user centric cooperation -meaning that each UE is served by it's e.g. 3 strongest cells -encouraging performance gains of more than 100% have been reported.
In reality user centric cooperation is a real challenge as it requires that all UEs of a cooperation area (CA) have exactly the same set of strongest cells, i.e. are being served by the same set of eNBs. For realistic radio channel conditions with strong non line of sight (NLOS) probability, finding of such sets of UEs is extremely seldom, leading to a very low penetration rate of so called 'happy' users. Figure 1 illustrates the main issue of clustering as well as the basic idea of the partial CoMP concept. Visible are several sites s with 3 cells each -i.e. the 3 sectors of a site. In case of intra site cooperation (thick arrows) the CAs are defined by the 3 cells of one single site. For line of site (LOS) conditions significant performance gains are achievable as all UEs k u of a CA u are served from their nearest -and therefore strongest -cells. This is the important general condition for user centric clustering:
where the reference signal received signal strength (RSRP) as defined in 3GPP LTE is a measure of the Rx power or equivalently -for fixed Tx power -of the path loss. n u are the cells of CA u while n is the general cell index.
Under more realistic channel conditions with strong shadowing and many NLOS components equation (1) will be not satisfied for intra site cooperation, indicated by the narrow inter site arrows in Figure 1 , requiring a new clustering and a common precoder W over several sites s. Optimized clustering is a hot research topic and often known optimization algorithms are adapted accordingly, for example relying on Graph coloring schemes [6] [9] .
Partial CoMP has a fundamental different and more structured approach, i.e. in a first step the size of the CAs is expanded from 3 cells to e.g. 3 sites a' 3 cells, i.e. to overall 9 cells. From a practical point of view beneficially there are only two inter site backhaul connections limited to adjacent sites, while reporting of channel components for 9 cells still would be a challenge. For that reason as a further means only the e.g. 3 strongest from the overall 9 cells of a CA are reported by the UEs. By the way this partial reporting was the motivation to call the scheme partial CoMP.
The unreported low power channel components will generate intra CA precoding errors, but these errors will be typically relatively small as they are per definition lower power 978-1-61284-887-7/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE Figure 2 in case of sufficiently high number of cover shifts c s all UEs can be served without inter CA interference, at least with respect to the e.g. 3 strongest interferers. Depicted are two different cover shifts/frequency subbands (orange and light blue) over frequency f for a certain spatial area defined by x-and ycoordinates. Important is that per cover shift the CAs are spatially separated and that UEs not served in one cover shift will be CA centric within one of the other cover shifts. In the end almost all UEs can be served CA centric. The proposed concept fulfills the condition of equation (1) for user centric cooperation for most of the UEs.
The UEs k are scheduled into the best fitting c s based on the reported RSRP(n r ,k) values, where n r are the indices of the reported cells, e.g. the 3 strongest cells seen by the UE. For the UEs of c s the scheduler has to find the best fitting groups of UEs per PRB l maximizing the multi user (MU) Figure 3 helps to understand the much higher penetration rate P of user centric served UEs for partial CoMP compared to conventional setup of CAs. The main difference is that conventionally the goal is to find 3 UEs simultaneously being served by 3 cells, i.e. there have to be 3 UEs seeing the same 3 eNBs as strongest interferers. For partial CoMP beneficially all UEs with 3 strongest interferers out of 9 cells can cooperate. According to equation (2) this is fulfilled for N c (1)=84 cell combinations for one c s (the 1 indicates one cover shift). Figure 3 right illustrated the overall servable cell combinations N c with respect to site s 1 . s 1 is connected with its adjacent sites s 2 to s 7 forming different CAs per cover shift indicated by according triangles. Let's take the solid line black triangle as basis CA in c s =1 comprising sites s 1 , s 2 and s 3 . c 1 covers according to (2) N c (1)=84 different combinations of 3 strongest cells. Overall we have 6 cover shifts to serve an UE, but between two adjacent cover shifts there are always two common sites. Therefore all cell combinations 3 out of 6 for these two sites are common between adjacent cover shifts. To calculate the overall possible cell combinations N c (1…6) for all 6 cover shifts serving an UE user centric with 3 strongest interferers, one has to subtract these common cell combinations N c,overlap (n c-1 ,n c ). The last cover shift has common sites with the left and right cover shift and therefore has to subtract N c,overlap two times. From (2) N c (1…6) has been calculated to 384. This leads to a very high penetration rate P of CoMP UEs (UEs gaining by JP CoMP), as each UE can be served user centric by 384 different cell combinations, i.e. with a high likelyhood. At the same time the sites of the network are connected only between direct neighbors (blue lines) avoiding very complex network structures. Specifically a permanent restructuring of the backbone connections as being required for many cluster optimizations can be avoided.
In combination with strong antenna tilting penetration rates P 3 up to 90% -the subscript 3 indicating number of strongest interferers -have been found [7] . This might be further improved by an interference rejection combining (IRC) receiver at the UE. In that case one of the interferers might esteem from any cell in the network. Assuming a maximum reach of 60 cells than -the number of possible user centric cell combinations with IRC -will be already 720 for a single shift and for all shifts even higher. Alternatively one can use the IRC to cancel 4 instead of 3 strongest interferers with according higher performance (providing about 3dB signal to interference ratio gain). 
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In reality there will be load variations for different cover shifts, leading potentially to under utilization of some of the resources. Fortunately some of the UEs can be scheduled into different cover shifts without performance loss, i.e. those UEs being served by one single site (intra site cooperation) or only 2 sites). The according relative probabilities P c (1s), P c (2s), P c (3s) for clusters covering 1, 2 or 3 sites can be found in (3) . P c (1s) is for the most valuable intra eNB UEs, i.e. those which can be scheduled into any cover shift, but is with about 3.6% very low. Fortunately in real macro networks the collocation of cells at one site in combination with distance dependent path loss leads to much higher penetration rates P ch (1s) of about 40% as known from many SL simulations. P ch (2s) is probably in the range of 30-40% and allows to schedule UEs at least into 2 different cover shifts. If there are still load imbalances than some few UEs will have to be scheduled into second best cover shifts. Note instead of frequency subbands any other set of orthogonal resources like time domain or a combination of frequency and time domain is possible. Further note that this is a full frequency reuse 1 system. In [7] SL simulations have been done for the proposed Figure 4 : CDF of SINR for different cooperation schemes and geometry factor as reference scheme and has been compared with the geometry factor as reference, network centric or intra site CoMP as well as full cooperation, meaning precoding based on full reporting for all 9 cells of a CA. Without her going into details it is obvious that specifically cell edge UEs profit from user centric partial CoMP compared to network centric cooperation.
B. Channel Estimation
Accurate and frequency selective channel estimation in multi cellular environments is another important area of research with the goal to decrease the overall overhead for reference signals. The effective channel concept as illustrated in Figure   5 minimizes number of channel components to the number of transmitted data streams by applying pre-and postcoders V at eNBs and UEs. Hence for e.g. 3 cooperating cells with 8 antenna elements per eNB and 2 per UE a significant reduction from 3x8x2=48 to 3/6 is possible in case of 1/2 data streams per UE.
Backward compatibility to LTE Release 8, 9 and 10 leads to further restrictions requesting for novel techniques like spatial division multiplexing (SDMA) for demodulation reference signals (DM RS) or spreading RSs over more than one PRB providing more orthogonal resources without increasing the relative overhead.
LTE Release 10 provides already quite some elaborated schemes for CSI RSs including TDM, FDM, CDM and muting. Before defining new concepts the potential has to be evaluated in detail and with respect to the intended overall CoMP scheme, but it is good to know that there is room for improvement if needed for more advanced schemes like JP CoMP. Figure 5 : effective channel concept with precoder V per eNB directing beams to UEs and inter cell precoder W to cancel inter cell interference.
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C. Model based Channel prediction
Powerful channel prediction techniques over 10-20ms would be extremely helpful in the context of JP CoMP as it would avoid CSI outdating due to feedback delay and might significantly reduce the feedback overhead. From simulations and measurements it is known that -more than CSI quantization errors -the mismatch between reported radio channels and those at the time of transmission of precoded data signals might spoil any CoMP gains.
Channel prediction techniques like 2-dimensional Wiener filter or Kalman based filtering are well known, exploiting optimally statistical correlations in time and frequency. This raises the question: 'Is there any room for further improvements?'.
In Artist4G it is planed to evaluate the potential of the so called model based channel prediction (MBCP) [8] , which can be seen also as a parametrical compression scheme. It has been inspired by chaos theory and the famous Mandelbrot set and the interesting aspect is that in chaos theory a single start value allows to reconstruct infinite complexity. In case of MBCP the single feedback value is the 3 dimensional location vector of the UE position -instead of CSI values -with respect to an accurate building vector data map (BVDM) of the surrounding of an eNB. In case UE and eNB use the same BVDM than a full reconstruction of wideband CSI is possible. For JP CoMP even more interesting is that all channel components of all cooperating eNBs and antenna elements might be fed back with a single value. For channel prediction additionally a moving vector is fed back allowing to estimate future locations and according channel conditions over quite a long time durations. In contrast to Wiener or Kalmann filters MBCP enables -at least theoretically -to predict birth and death of channel components and therefore promises an improved channel prediction horizon with higher performance.
The UE estimates its 3 dimensional position based on GPS and/or channel estimation taking antenna patterns, RF frequency etc. into account. To compare the artificial location with respect to the BVDM and the measured CSI a raytracing simulation has to be done. Raytracingis memory and processor hungry, but in the future Moore's law should help. In addition for a certain area a simplified model can be found, giving the novel technique its name.
This technique rise many issues and in the following two are shortly addressed. In Figure 6 the stability of typical radio channels is illustrated for a specific real world measurement on our LTE testbed in Munich. The figure contains the channel transfer function of one component at the start of the measurement and after 40 minutes. In between the UE had been moved back and force over more than 1 meter. The high level of similarity is quite encouraging meaning that a BVDM is relevant for long time durations. Figure 7 addresses one of the main benefits of model based channel prediction, i.e. its potential to predict birth and death of multi path channel components (MPC), e.g. at street crossings. Auto covariance based methods relying on previous observations will fail in such ocasions. In the figure such an event is marked by circles for the 5 strongest MPCs of the above mentioned measurement.
Evaluation of the measurements is quite advanced and revealed quite a sensitivity e.g. against impairments like time and frequency offsets, etc. leading to some novel evaluation techniques. First ray tracing simulations indicate that the main MPCs can be roughly reconstructed even for quite simple models [8] , but a detailed comparison between measured and modeled CSI is will be one of the main issues to be evaluated within Artist4G.
III. CONCLUSION
Interference mitigation based on JP CoMP is challenging and does not tolerate any bad design decisisons, but here a first vision of a powerful and promising overall concept is given.
Main challenges of current CoMP systems like optimum user centric clustering, channel estimation and feedback design are addressed and with partial CoMP and model based channel prediction an encouraging outlook for practical systems are given. First simulation results indicate the potential of the proposed schemes, but reveal also main areas of research. For MBCP it will be important to find powerful simplifications, while fitting well into standardization keeping most of the envisaged gains.
